Open Letter on U.S. Policy towards Sudan and South Sudan

June 17, 2014

The Honorable John F. Kerry
Office of the Secretary of State
U.S. Department of State
2201 C Street, NW
Washington, DC 20520

The Honorable Samantha Power
Office of the Permanent
Representative to the United Nations
140 East 45th Street
New York, NY 10017

The Honorable Susan E. Rice
National Security Advisor
Executive Office of the President
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, D.C. 20500

Dear Secretary Kerry, Ambassador Power, and Ambassador Rice,
The wars in both Sudan and South Sudan are escalating and cross-border conflict connections between the two are
deepening. Sudan is experiencing unprecedented levels of violence: deadly fighting in Darfur now rivals the
intensity that triggered global outrage in 2003-2005 and a relentless campaign of aerial bombardment and military
attacks in the Two Areas is in its third year. In addition to the intensifying conflict in the periphery of Sudan, the
detention of opposition political figures, including Sadig al Mahdi, a deeply circumscribed environment for media
and the continued lack of fundamental freedoms throughout the country contribute to an unstable environment
that could lead to spreading violence. In neighboring South Sudan, Secretary Kerry’s personal diplomacy and a
looming threat of sanctions helped push the country's two senior politicians to agree to sign a May 9 agreement to
“end the conflict,” and on June 10 to a sixty day deadline to form a transitional government. However, clashes
persist and state collapse is still possible. Pockets of famine and genocidal targeting are threatening both
countries. Neighboring states now hold the key to both civilian protection through a new infusion of peacekeepers
and leverage on sanctions that have become critical for conflict resolution.
The U.S. cannot positively influence outcomes in Sudan and South Sudan without significantly enhancing its
efforts in the areas of accountability and consequences, diplomacy and peacemaking, democracy building, and
aiding and protecting the most vulnerable.
(1)
Accountability and Consequences
The U.S. must invest more deeply in developing new tools for stronger influence on both governments and any
rebel actor that orchestrate war crimes, undermine peace efforts, or obstruct humanitarian aid, including freezing
assets in neighboring countries and intensifying efforts at legal accountability.
In South Sudan, the key to increasing international leverage at the peace talks will be for the U.S. to work closely
with regional states to freeze or seize assets of senior government and rebel officials implicated in atrocities. Most
South Sudanese elites keep their assets in Kenya, Ethiopia, Uganda, South Africa, or Dubai. Since many hold dual
citizenship and have close family living in either Canada or the United States, enforcement of a travel ban could
bear fruit as well. We strongly support additional resources being assigned to the Department of Treasury’s
Office of Foreign Assets Control to have forensic researchers focus on enforcing sanctions regimes for both South
Sudan and Sudan, particularly since OFAC’s capacity is already stretched in response to other crises around the
world. Also in South Sudan, the U.S should support the effort to establish a hybrid court with international
involvement for the prosecution of grave human rights abuses, as well as identifying and supporting other
mechanisms for restorative and transitional justice.
In Sudan, cash-strapped Khartoum sees gold, in part, as its new oil. The government has centralized most gold
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trade through the Central Bank and recently attempted to issue a concession for the Jebel Amer gold mine after
forcibly displacing much of the area’s indigenous population. As a part of a multilateral commitment to target the
Sudanese government’s economic lifelines, the U.S government should adopt a policy of stigmatizing Sudan’s
gold as “conflict-affected” in order to lower the price it can command on the global marketplace and increase
leverage on the Sudanese government. Specifically, highlighting how Sudan’s gold exports are fueling its wars
and emphasizing that a significant portion of gold being sold abroad is linked to recent deadly conflicts over gold
in Jebel Amer in North Darfur would help affect the court of public opinion. Additionally, amending our existing
Executive Orders on Sudan to include sanctions on gold traders would encourage the global gold industry - both
refiners and the London Bullion Market Association - to label gold exported from Sudan as “conflict-affected” as
they conduct responsible gold audits and due diligence. This emerging driver of conflict represents an additional
basis for promoting more robust civil protection efforts throughout the country, as discussed below. Moreover in
both Darfur and Blue Nile, the central government’s move to exploit lucrative gold and other mines has resulted
in mass displacement and environmental degradation.
To restrict the Sudanese government’s access to tools for repression, existing sanctions in the Grave Human
Rights Abuses Via Information Technology Executive Order should also be expanded to include foreign persons
who have facilitated deceptive transactions for or on behalf of the government of Sudan. Finally, a renewed push
for those wanted by the International Criminal Court (ICC) would also affect calculations in Khartoum, and the
United States should continue to push countries not to receive President Bashir for visits of any kind. The United
States should also urge the ICC to amend arrest warrants in light of recent atrocities and consider advocating for
expansion of the mandate to include atrocities committed in South Kordofan, Blue Nile, and other parts of Sudan.
For instance, numerous sources have confirmed that Ali Kosheib, an ICC indictee, is implicated in recent
atrocities in Darfur.
(2)
Diplomacy and Peacemaking
U.S. policy has lashed Sudan and South Sudan together diplomatically by virtue of naming one special envoy to
both countries, but the fast-onset emergency in South Sudan has absorbed the vast majority of Special Envoy
Booth’s time. We believe the enormity of the crises in both countries requires another senior level official leading
the specific efforts on Sudan, as well as the creation of discrete teams located in the region with experts and senior
diplomats to provide full-time support to the peace processes in both countries.
In Sudan, peace talks between various rebel movements, civil society actors, opposition parties and the ruling
National Congress Party must be unified under a single framework focused on a peaceful, negotiated and
inclusive transition. The ongoing violence in Darfur demonstrates that events have moved passed the Doha
Document for Peace in Darfur. The ongoing challenges to UNISFA in Abyei likewise suggest that a more holistic
approach is needed. This will require a much greater U.S. diplomatic effort than present capacities allow,
including engaging a wide range of actors and ensuring the African Union fully commits to such a unified
approach.
In South Sudan, a long-term peace strategy will require expanded representation by U.S. diplomats and experts.
With the recent agreement and the announcement of a delay in elections scheduled for 2015 on the basis of the
need for reconciliation, the U.S. will need an expanded team in the region focused on supporting negotiations for
a sustainable transitional government and a serious reconciliation process.
Regionally, the U.S. must work more systematically to support neighboring governments’ efforts to promote
solutions in both countries. Internationally, the U.S. needs to lead the effort to build multilateral leverage to
support peace initiatives. Secretary Kerry’s visit to the region was welcome and provided momentum toward
peace talks, and that momentum was reinforced by Secretary General Ban’s trip. Further high-level engagement
from the three of you and other international actors will be key to any future movement towards peace in both
countries.
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(3)
Democracy Building
The conflicts in Sudan and South Sudan are rooted in part in demands for genuine transformative political reform:
for a dismantling of the decades-long authoritarian system in Sudan and for realization of the inclusive,
democratic system envisioned by most South Sudanese at independence. Increased support should be channeled
to groups, parties, movements and individuals best positioned to support such transformation to ensure that they
are better equipped, more representative, more transparent and accountable to their constituencies. The
administration should work with Congress to provide this kind of capacity building assistance to the Sudan
Revolutionary Front and ask for Congressional notwithstanding authority to do so. Significantly expanded
support for independent radio and television outlets could also help pry open political space in Sudan. In Sudan,
the support described above is increasingly critical as the National Congress Party seeks to orchestrate a process
of “national dialogue” that could set back efforts to have a true national conversation on a comprehensive
approach to the future of the country.
For South Sudan, increased support to civil society requires both high level diplomatic outreach to secure civil
society and unarmed opposition a place at the negotiations and support for peaceful capacity building, mediation
skills, and leadership training so that they might participate effectively. In particular, broad-based coalitions of
civil society voices and women, youth, church and traditional leaders at the grassroots level need to be supported
and engaged to reflect common interests across ethnic and political communities.
(4)
Aid and Protection
The gravity of the humanitarian situation in both countries cannot be overstated. While our commitment of almost
300 million dollars at the Oslo conference was an important step forward, the U.S. government must continue to
advocate that the international community fulfills the yawning gap between the estimated need and the current
funds available for humanitarian aid in South Sudan. Additionally, the United States should engage specifically
with the World Food Program and UNHCR to investigate reports that Darfuri refugees and internally displaced
people are starving without food rations, and continue to look for ways to help the delivery of humanitarian
assistance in all Sudan’s conflict zones, including Abyei.
Civilian protection is an equally urgent task. In South Sudan, we support U.S. efforts to rapidly deploy additional
UN peacekeepers authorized by UNSC Resolution 2132 and the regional force to specifically provide protection
to vulnerable populations. In Sudan, supporting a restructured and better equipped UNAMID fully oriented
towards protecting Darfur’s displaced, and more aggressively committed to documenting and addressing the
aerial bombing against civilian targets is essential. In Abyei, maintaining the Ethiopian presence is an urgent
priority.
We hope our ideas spark discussion, debate, and new action, and look forward to working with you and your
representatives to further these objectives.
Sincerely,
Martina Knee
Act for Sudan
Dr. Mukesh Kapila
Aegis Trust
Deb Dawson
African Soul, American Heart

Dr. Albaqir al Afif Mukhtar
Al Khatim Adlan Centre for
Enlightenment and Human
Development
Richard Parkins
American Friends of the
Episcopal Church of South Sudan
and Sudan

Ruth Messinger
American Jewish World Service
James Ninrew
Assistance Mission for Africa
Sulieman Hamid
Blue Nile Center for Justice and
Human Rights
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Laura Limuli
Brooklyn Coalition for Darfur &
Marginalized Sudan
Sara Kornfeld
Change The World. It Just Takes
Cents.
Ahmed Adam
Columbia Institute for the Study
of Human Rights
Edmund Yakani
Community Empowerment for
Progress Organization
Richard Sribnick
Darfur Action Group of South
Carolina
Cory Williams
Darfur and Beyond, AZ
Abdelrhman Elgasim
Darfur Bar Association
Martha Boshnick
Darfur Interfaith Network
Mohamed Haroun Ebead
Darfur People's Association of
New York
Dr. Hamid Eltigani Ali
Darfur Relief and Development
Centre
Gerri Miller
Dear Sudan, Love, Marin
John Prendergast
Enough Project
Douglass Johnson
Non-Resident Senior Fellow
Enough Project
Bishop Andudu Adam Elnail,
Diocese of Kadugli
Episcopal Church of the Sudan

Delphina Ruba
EVE for Women Organization

Neiki Ullah
New York Coalition for Sudan

Marv Steinberg
Genocide No More - Save Darfur

George Tutu
Nuba Christian Family Mission
Inc

Rabbi David Kaufman
Help Nuba
Baroness Caroline Cox
Humanitarian Aid Relief Trust
Kimberly Hollingsworth
Humanity Is Us

Gogadi Amoga
Nuba Mountains Advocacy
Group
Nuraddin Abdulmannan
Nubia Project

David Abramowitz
Humanity United

Moses Monday
Organization for Non-violence
and Development

Gabriel Stauring
i-ACT

Terry Nickelson
Our Humanity in the Balance

Emmanuel Gale
Institute for Promotion of Civil
Society

Hassan Shire
Pan-African Human Rights
Defenders Network

Faith J. H. McDonnell
Institute on Religion and
Democracy’s Church Alliance for
a New Sudan

Nico Plooijer
PAX

Eric Cohen
Investors Against Genocide
Michael Jeser
Jewish World Watch
Eileen Weiss
Jews Against Genocide
Slater Armstrong
Joining Our Voices
Dr. Luka Biong Deng
Kush Inc.
William Rosenfeld
Massachusetts Coalition to Save
Darfur

Abdelbagi Jibril
People4Sudan
David Rosenberg
Pittsburgh Darfur Emergency
Coalition
Eric Reeves
Professor, Smith College
Sharon Silber
Society for Threatened Peoples
Jim Wallis
Sojourners
Merekaje Lorna
South Sudan Democratic
Engagement Monitoring and
Observation Program

Sarah Cleto Rial
My Sister’s Keeper
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Biel Boutros Biel
South Sudan Human Rights
Society for Advocacy
Maring Joseph
South Sudan Network for
Democratic Elections
Donato Ochan
South Sudan Older People's
Organization
Geoffrey Duke
South Sudan Peace Advocate
Sarah Awel
South Sudan Women Advocates
Sarah John
South Sudan Women
Empowerment Network
Augustino Deng
South Sudan Youth Peace and
Development Organization

Natasha Kieval
STAND
Mambo Leonard
Standard Action Liaison Focus
Stephen Stedman
Stanford University Center on
Democracy, Development, and
the Rule of Law

Hawa Salih
U.S. Department of State 2012
International Women of Courage
Award Winner
Sandra Hammel
Use Your Voice to Stop Genocide
Lone James
Voice For Change

Dr. Suliman Baldo
Sudan Democracy First Group

Jimmy Mulla
Voices for Sudan

Tom Prichard
Sudan Sunrise

Olivia Warham
Waging Peace

Esther Sprague
Sudan Unlimited

Jamila Ali
Women Advocates Against Sexual
Violence, South Sudan

Dr. Jok Madut Jok
Sudd Institute
Reverend Michael Neuroth
United Church of Christ, Justice
and Witness Ministries

Moses Opio Korsuketo
Soweto Community Based
Organization, South Sudan

Bahar Arabie
United for Darfur

Morris John
SPIDO South Sudan

Thomas H. Andrews
United to End Genocide

Mustafa Adam Hussain
Zarga Organization for Rural
Development
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